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ABSTRACT 
Watson's product formula for Laguerre polynomials has been used by McCully [12] and Askey 
[1] to define a convolution structure. In comparison with the Jacobi expansion, the results in the 
Laguerre case are less satisfactory since the Laguerre translatioh operator is not positive. Never- 
theless, other choices of the underlying spaces may lead to more convenient results. In the present 
paper we consider a set of weighted Lebesgue spaces L p, 1 _<p _< 0% which appear to be suitable for 
the Laguerre convolution in several respects. For these spaces there holds a convolution theorem 
such that for p = 1 a commutative Banach algebra is obtained. The Laguerre translation operator is 
"quasi-positive" on these spaces. In the applications of the convolution theorem to Cesb.ro and 
Abel-Poisson means of Laguerre series, it turns out that the supremum of the Lebesgue function is 
now attained at x=0, and that the summability conditions on L p are quite similar to the corre- 
sponding conditions for Jacobi expansions. Moreover we discuss the convolution structure for the 
two-dimensional Laguerre translation introduced by Koornwinder [9]. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
The Laguer re  convo lu t ion  operator  was in t roduced by McCu l ly  [12] for  a= 0 
and extended by Askey  [1] to a>-½.  But since the under ly ing t rans lat ion 
operator  is not  pos i t ive as was deduced in [1] f rom the Sarmanov-Bratoeva  
theorem,  the well  known results on the Jacob i  convo lu t ion  structure (cf. [4], 
[5]) do not  carry  over  to the Laguer re  case (cf.,  however ,  Remark  iv) below).  
Askey  [1] essential ly p roved  that  i f  two funct ions  satisfy certa in growth  
condi t ions ,  then also the convo lu t ion  product  does and the convo lu t ion  
becomes  a usual  p roduct  under  the Four ie r  Laguer re  t rans form.  An  extens ion 
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was given for a>_O by the authors [7] who assumed that one factor of the 
convolution product belongs to one of the familiar spaces 
P L u(,~) = {f; Ilf(x)e-X/ExCt/2 I] LP(o, c,z) < Oo }, 1 <-p <-~ 0% 
and the other belongs to the auxiliary space 
z lo(~) = {g;  i [ g(x) l e- X/2xadx + ~ l g(x) le- X/2dx < oo }. 
o 1 
For such f and g, the convolution is defined by 
(1.1) (f *g)(t) = ~ T~(f; x)g(x)e-Xxadx (t>_O), 
0 
T~ denoting the Laguerre translation operator given by 
f TT(f; x) =F(a+l)2~ i f(x+t+2V~cos ) exp ( -V~cos  0) 
o 
(1.2) J~-1/2(]/~ sin 0) 
• (1/~ sin 0) ~- 1/z sin zaOdO 
for x,t>O, TC~(f; 0)=f(t)  for t>0,  T~(f; x)=f(x) for x_>0. Denoting the 
Laguerre polynomials and normalized Laguerre polynomials for a > -1  and 
n~ ~= {0, 1,2...} by 
f (n!)-l(x-a(d/dx)n(e-Xx~+n), x>O 
(1.3) LC~(x) n ) 
: +a  x=O,  A~= n ' 
Rn(x)=Ln(x)/Ln(O) (x>_O), (1.4) a a 
respectively, and the Fourier Laguerre coefficients by 
oo 
(1.5) f" (n)= ~f(t)R~(t)e-ttadt (he •), 
0 
the translation operator satisfies 
T,(tn, x)=U.(x)R~(t) (x,t>_O, ne ~), (1.6) a a"
which implies 
(1.7) (f *g)"(n) =f"(n)g"(n) (n ~ ~). 
Furthermore, the norm estimates for the translation given in [7] yield 
(1.8) ]lf *gltru~)<_CllfllL~(~)llgllLL(~), 
where C is a constant depending only on a and p. 
Since Lu(col CLI(a), the space Lu(c01 is, of course, a Banach algebra under 
convolution. But this pair of spaces is not yet the proper setting for Laguerre 
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convolution. This is seen, e.g., after applying (1.8) to Ces~tro (C,d) means of 
Laguerre expansions. Optimal norm estimates are then obtained for a rather 
small set of a's and d's only. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that, for a>_0, the following choice of 
spaces is more suitable for defining a convolution structure: 
f {f; {~ ]f(x)e-x/ZlPxadxI1/P<oo}, l_<p<oo 
(1.9) v 0 Lw(a) = 
{f; ess SUPx>o]f(x)e-X/21 <co}, p=oo. 
Notice that LPw(~)= LP(z~/p), thus LP(~) coincides with LP(~) only for p = 2. 
1 1 Moreover, Lw(a)CLv(~) with continuous embedding, the inclusion being proper 
except when a = 0. In the sequel, the LPw(~) norm will be denoted by II " tip. Our 
main result is 
THEOREM 1. Let a>-0 and 1 _<p_< c~. Then for each fe  L%(~), t g ~ Lw(~) one has 
i) 11 T~fllp <et/2l{fllp (t>_O), 
ii) llf,gllp<<, ll/llpllglll- 
A straightforward generalization of Theorem 1 ii) is the following Young-type 
inequality: 
COROLLARY 1. Let a_>0 and 1 _<p, q, r _  oo with 1/r= 1/p+ 1/q-  1. I f f~  LPw(~) 
q r and g ~ Lw(~), then f .g ~ Lw(~) and 
[[f*g I[r < ]]f[lp [I g [] q" 
The usual properties of a convolution product can easily be derived: 
COROLLARY 2. > P q q < oo with 1/p + Let a_  O and f e Lw(a), gELw(a), 1 <_p, _ 1/q >_ 1, 
1 Then f *g  and g*f exist and and let, e.g., h eLw(a). 
i) f *g=g*f, 
ii) (T~f)*(n)=f"(n)R~(t) (ne[P, t>_O), 
iii) ( f  *g)*(n) =ff(n)g*(n) (n e ~), 
iv) ( f  .g ) .h=f  .(g.h). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based essentially on a suitable representation f 
the Laguerre translation by means of a kernel function which has then to be 
estimated. This will be carried out in Section 2. Theorem 1 can be applied to 
various questions of harmonic analysis for Laguerre xpansions. As examples 
we consider in Section 3 the Ces~ro and Abel-Poisson means of Laguerre series 
p in Lw(~). As already announced in [8], the results turn out to be fairly similar to 
corresponding results in the Jacobi case. 
2. REPRESENTATION OF  THE LAGUERRE TRANSLAT ION,  PROOFS 
Substituting z = z(O) = x + t + 2l/~ cos 0, 0 _. 0_< ~, in (1.2) so that, for x, t > 0, 
l /~ cos O=(z -x -  t)/2, 
(2.1) l /~ sin O=½[2(xt+xz+tz)-xZ-tZ-zZ]l/Z=o(x,t,z), 
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say, it follows for a > -½ that 
. F (a+ 1)2 ~-1 t~+vtj2~ f(z) exp ( 
Tt(f ;  x)= -~ (xt) ~ [~-~ 
\ 
J~- ~/2(a(x, t, z))(a(x, t, z )Y -  1/2dz. 
Thus the Laguerre translation can be represented by 
z -x - ( )2  
oo 
TT(f; x) = ~ f(z)K(x, t, z)e-Zz~dz, 
0 
f F (a+l )2  u-I x+t+z  exp ~-- -~) Ja_  l/2(Q(x,t, z))(Q(x,t, z)) a- 1/2, 
(xtz) ~ \ /  
(2.2) K(x,t,z) = i fz~([x /~_~]  2 [vr~+x/-/-]z), 
0, elsewhere, 
i.e., the kernel K(x, t, z) vanishes if 2(xt + xz + tz) - x 2 -  t 2 -  z 2 < O. Obviously, 
K(x, t, z) is symmetric with respect o each variable 0 _< x, t, z-< co. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we further need 
LEMMA 1. Let ct_> 0. One has for all x, t > 0 
o0 
i) ~ K(x, t, z)e- Zz~dz = 1, 
0 
ii) e-(X + t)/211K(x, t, o)[I 1 = ~ t1(( x, t, z) I e-(X + t + z)/2zadz < 1. 
0 
PROOF. Part i) is trivial because of (1.6) for n = 0. Concerning ii), the Bessel 
function J~-1/2 can be estimated for a_0  by (cf. [15; 3.31. (1)]) 
(2.3) IJa-I/2(Y) I <-F(a+ 1/2) (ye •, y>0).  
Thus, returning from z(O) to 0 again, one obtains 
I K(x,  t, z)  l e - ~X + ' + z)/2z~dz 
0 
F(a + 1)2 a- 1 tc~+vt]: 
- V% (xt )~ ~x_~2 
I J a_  1/2(LO(X, t~ Z)) / (~O(X, t~ Z) )  a -  l /2dg  
< F(a+ 1) 1 t~+~2 I (~)(X, t, Z)) 2ct - ldz  
-2vrnF(ot+l /2)  (xt) a i~_~2 
_ F(a+I )  1 i ( l /~sinO) 2adO=l, 
F(1/Z)F(a+ l/Z) (xt) u o 
since, by a property of the beta function, 
n r(a + 1 /2)/'(1 /2) 
sin 2a OdO = B(a + 1/2, 1/2) - 
o F(a+ 1) 
[] 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We may assume t >0.  Part  i) is an immediate conse- 
quence of the symmetry of  the kernel K and of  Lemma lii). Indeed, for p = 1, 
one has 
II T~(f; x)II, -< If(z) I I g(x, t, z) le-Zz=dz e-X/2xadx 
0 0 
<_ ~ ~ ]K(x, t, z) le-X/2x~dxlf(z)!e-~z~dz. 
0 0 
Estimating the inner integral by 
l] K( °, t, Z) II1 = II g(t, z, o) II1 --- e(t + z)/2, 
the assertion follows. For p = co, using Lemma lii) once again, one obtains 
oo 
II ° .  T t Oc; X)II = ess sup l If(OK(x, t,z)e-Zz~dz e-X~2[ 
x>0 0 
<--et/2 [Iflt oo sup Y ]K(x, t,z) le-(X+t+z)/Zz~dz 
x>0 0 
<- et/2 M ~. 
The cases 1 <p<oo can be treated either directly, too, or by interpolating 
between the p = 1 and p = co estimates. 
Part  ii) of  Theorem 1 is proved using the generalized Minkowski  inequality, 
the obvious symmetry property T~(f; x )= a • T~(f; t) and part i). Indeed, if 
p 1 f eLw(a), 1 <p<co, and geLw(~), 
I[(f*g)(t) lip = [I ~ TT(f; x)g(x)e-Xxedx}lp 
0 
< tl ° - TxOf; °)llplg(x)}e-Xx~dx<-flfl[pllg[ll. []
0 
q where 1/1) + 1/q >_ 1 PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. Assume f~LPw(a) and g ~Lw(a) 
By Corol lary 1 there exists an re  [1, ~]  such that f *g  and g . f  belong to Lr(~). 
Thus, f"(n), g"(n), and (f*g)~(n) are well defined for all n ~ P. For the proof  of 
assertion i), write f .g  as a double integral in view of  (2.2), interchange the 
integrations and use the symmetry of K(x, t, z). Assertions ii) to iv) then follow 
successively by i) and (1.6). [] 
REMARKS. i) In (1.2) the definition of the Laguerre translation can be 
extended to ~> -1 /2 .  It can even be extended to the critical case c~= -1 /2  
[11], but the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemma lii), in the strong sense (i.e., with 
constant 1 on the r ight-hand side), are valid for a >__ 0 only, since otherwise the 
estimation of the Bessel function (2.3) does no longer hold. This does not imply 
that a weaker form of Theorem 1, with a constant C> 1, cannot be valid for 
a<0.  For a< - 1/3, however, the validity of such a weak form would lead to a 
contradict ion after applying it to Laguerre partial sums (of. [8] and Section 3). 
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ii) In view of the alternating property of the Bessel function the kernel of 
the Laguerre translation is not positive, in contrast o the Jacobi translation. 
But our choice of the weight function in the definition of LPw(~) now causes the 
crucial integral in Lemma lii) to be bounded by 1. So, slightly modifying a 
terminology used by Gasper [5; (1.6)] in the Jacobi case, one may say that the 
Laguerre convolution still possesses a kind of quasi positivity. 
The assertion of Lemma lii) is best possible in the sense that, by (2.2) and 
Sonine's first integral formula [15; 12.11(1)], 
oo 
j K(x, t, z)e- (x+ t+z)/2zadz =/~ct + 1)2 6 ja((xt)l/2), 
o Oct) a/2 
the right-hand side of which tends to 1 if xt tends to 0 +. It can also be shown 
that, for p = 1, the upper norm estimate of the Laguerre translation i  Theorem 
li) is best possible in the sense that there is a sequence of test functions for 
which, in the limit, the inverse inequality holds (cf. Corollary 3 below). 
iii) Throughout we have used a terminology which is based on the Laguerre 
polynomial system. Equivalently, the results can be written in terms of the 
normalized Laguerre functions 
(2.4) L~n(X)=e-X/2R~(x) (x>-O, n~ [P) 
which are orthogonal on [0, oo) with respect o the distribution dp(a, x)= xC'dx. 
Setting 
(2.5) r~(f; x) = T~(f(o)e°/2; x)e -(x+t)/2, 
(2.6) ( f  *g)(t) = ~ rT(f; x)g(x)du(a,x) (t>_O), 
0 
and denoting the LP(dp(a))-norm by I" lip, u, Theorem 1 reads 
(2.7) I[rt~fllp, u <- Ilfllp, u (t>-O, feLP(dP(a))), 
(2.8) Itf *gllp, a <- [tflJp,~l[glll,u (f~ZP(da(a)), g~Ll(dla(a))). 
iv) Similar results hold in Koornwinder's two dimensional setting [9]. 
Following his suggestion one can pass from the Laguerre functions (2.4) to the 
functions of two variables 
(2.9) Aan, u(x,s)=Ran([plx)e-(1/2)lalx+ius (x>O,s~[R,n~[P,p~[R), 
which satisfy for a>O the product formula 
(2.10) 
I A,~Ax. s)A,~ Ay. t) 
= a--- i ~A~a(x + y+ 2]/~rcos ~u,s + t + 1/~ r sin ~)r(1-r2)g-lerd~u. 
7~ 00  ' 
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This has the advantage that the translation operator is positive now. It can be 
shown that it has the representation 
x,s)= f(z,u)l,:(x,y,z; s,t, )duz°az, 
0 -~ 
(2.11) K(x, y, z; s, t, u) = f 
(XyZ) -a [Q2(x ,y ,z )  -- (12 -- S - -  t)2l a- 1, 
7Z 
if QZ(x,y,z) - (u -s -  t)2>0, 
0, elsewhere, 
where Q(x,y,z)=½[2(xy+xz+yz)-x2-y2-z2]l/2 as in (2.1). Thus, assuming 
two functions f and g on [0, oo) x R to have finite Lebesgue norms !Hflllp and 
IIIg II1,, where we set 
t {~ If(x,s)lPdsx=dx} l/p, l<_p<~ 
(2.12) I]l/lllp= o -= 
ess sup If(x, s) I, P = oo, 
X>0, S~ 
and defining their convolution by 
(2.13) (f*g)(y,t) ~ ~ T c~ = x, -s(f; Y, t)g(x, s)dsx~dx, 
0 - -co  
one obtains, in view of the positivity of K, for each a>0,  1 <p_  co, 
( }11T~,,,f[llp~ IIIflllp (y>0,  t~ ~), (2.14) 
IIIf*g Itlp ~ ]llfltlp Ill g III1. 
v) Finally we mention an interpretation of the convolution (2.6) in context 
with a particular nilpotent Lie group, namely the k dimensional Heisenberg 
group Hk defined by Ilk = C k × ~ with product 
(z,t)(z',tg=(z+z',t+t'+Im(z,z')) (z~C k, t~ IR), 
where (. , .) denotes the Hermitian inner product on C k. To this group one 
associates the Weyl transform by using an irreducible unitary representation f 
Hk in some Hilbert space, cf. Peetre [14] and the literature cited there. One of 
the remarkable properties of the Weyl transform consists in the fact that it 
maps a so-called twisted convolution 
((p × q l ) (Z)  = ~ (P(Z -- Z ' )q l ( zge  i/2 Im<z'z'>dz (z e C k) 
of two functions onto an ordinary product of their Weyl transforms. As has 
been shown by Peetre, for integer values of u the restriction of the Weyl 
transform to rotation invariant functions is the Laguerre transform with 
a = k -  1, and the corresponding restriction of the twisted convolution is the 
Laguerre convolution (2.6). So the Laguerre functions 5e~-l(x) of (2.4) play the 
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same role in the rotation invariant case of the Weyl transform on H k as the 
Bessel functions play with respect o the ordinary Fourier transform in several 
variables. Correspondingly, as pointed out by Koornwinder [9], his two 
a 2 dimensional Laguerre functions An, u(x, s) (cf. (2.9)) can be interpreted as zonal 
spherical functions on a certain homogeneous space which is related to He with 
k=a+l .  
3. APPLICATIONS TO CESARO AND ABEL-POISSON MEANS 
Let the Cesfiro means of order 0_>0 of the Laguerre xpansion of a function 
fe  LP(~), 1 <p < ~,  be defined by 
(3.1) (C, 6)n~(f; x )=(F(a+ 1)A,~) -l ~ A~n_kf~(k)L~(x) (x>_O, nefP). 
k=0 
In view of (1.1), (1.4-6) and, e.g., [2; 10.12.(39)] they can be written as a 
convolution, namely 
(c,6)~(f; x)=(f,z,",~)(x), 
(3.2) xc~,~(x)=(F(a+ 1)A6)_ 1 ~ ~ ~ Ln (~). An_kLk(X ) =(F(a+ 1)An~) -1 a+6+1 .~ 
k=O 
Theorem 1 then implies for a_>O, 1 _<p_< oo the operator norm estimates. 
(3.3) II (c, 6).~ II ~j ~ [[Z~'~]II=(F(a+I)A~)-IIIL~+6+~]J 1 . 
Moreover, representing the operator norm for p= 1 and p= ao via the corre- 
sponding Lebesgue function, 
II (c, 6)~ IIm = II (c, 6)~ II too~ = supt>_oAn(t; ct, 6), 
(3.4) I 
czo 
An(t; a,6)=(F(a+ l)A~n)-l i ] ~ An6_ kLk(X)Rk(t)l~ a e_(X+t)/2xC~dx 
0 k=O 
q a, d~ =e-t/ZlITt(x. ;o)111, 
one can 
(3.5) 
Altogether, (3.3) to (3.5) yield 
(3.6) ll(C, 6)~ If tlj = (F (a+ 1)A~) -1FIL~ +~+1 I[1 
establish the inverse of inequality (3.3), i.e., 
supt>oA.(t; a, 6) __A.(0; a ,6)= IIx~,~l[1. 
(a_>0, ne~) ,  
i.e., the Lebesgue function attains its supremum at one of the end points of the 
interval, t= 0, a property which is analogous to the Jacobi case. 
From (3.6) one derives that 
f n a+1/2-6,  0_<f i<a+ 1/2 
(3.7) I1(C, 6)~H[1]- log n, 6=a+ I/2 (n~oo) 
1 6>a+ 1/2 
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(cf. [11; La. 1], see also [8]; an - bn stands for an = O(bn)and bn = O(an) as n~ oo). 
A more precise asymptotic formula for the norms could also be established, 
similar to those given by Rau and Lorch (cf. [10]) for the Jacobi system. This 
will be included in a forthcoming paper. 
1 In particular, (3.7) implies that the effective fi of (C, fi) summation in Lw(~) is 
fieff= a + 1/2, which is the same as in the Jacobi case. Moreover, thep-intervals 
of norm convergence coincide for the two expansions. Indeed, applying a 
theorem of Muckenhoupt [13] one obtains for a___0 
4a+4 4a+4 
(3,8) II(C,0)~ll~ = ~7(1), n--*o% iff - -<p< 
2a+3 2a+l"  
(For a>0 this interval is properly contained in the characteristic Laguerre 
interval (4/3, 4).) Interpolating between (3.7) and (3.8) one derives upper 
bounds for Ces/tro means depending on a___0, fi and p, which coincide with 
those valid in the Jacobi case for a>_fl>_ - 1/2 (cf. [6], [8]). By means of test 
functions these bounds can be shown to be best possible for all p. 
As another application of the above convolution theorem we consider the 
Abel-Poisson sums of a function f~ LP(~), 1 ___p ~ 0% defined by 
co 
(3.9) ~ " Ar(f; x)=/'(C~+ 1) -1 ~ rkf~(k)Z~(x) (x>_O, 0~r<l ) .  
k-0  
In view of the generating function of the Laguerre polynomials [2; 10.12.(17)] 
one has 
Ar(f; x) = ( f  *Par)(X), 
= exp (xr/(r- 1)) 
(3.10) P~r(x)=r(a+l)-lk=o2 rkL~(x) F~+~-(~-r~d-;, (0_<r<l). 
Using Theorem 1 and the relation [3; 4.3.(1)], 
tVe-Stdt=f'(v+ 1)s -v-1 (Re (v)> - 1, Re (s)>0), 
0 
one obtains for all 1 _<p _< oo and 0 _< r < 1 
(2" ]  4+1 
(3.11) IIATIIL°I-< [IP~tll = ~,.i--+ r /  " 
Thus a p {A~}0s~<l is an approximation process on Lw(~), 1 _<p<oo. Again we 
have equality in (3.11) for p = 1 and p = oo. Indeed, denoting the "translated" 
Abet-Poisson kernel by 
(3.12) f 
~o 
PT(x, t) a a. = Tt(P r, x)=F(a+ 1) -1 • rkL~(x)R~(t) 
k=O 
=(1- r ) - lexp  (X+l r )  ( (xtr)I/2"~ - - r l _  (xtr)-~/2I a 2 i ' r  / (0<_r< 1), 
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I ,  be ing the modi f ied  Bessel funct ion  of  the first k ind [2; 10.12(20)], one has 
tlZr~tltll = I lZ r~ l [ [~ l -  - sup  {e-t/2ltP~(o,t)ll~ } 
(3.13) ,_>0 
--- 11P~(°, 0)I1~ = II P r  ~ II1. 
Final ly ,  us ing the Abe l -Po isson  kernels {Pr}o<_r<la as a set o f  test funct ions  we 
obta in  that  the inequal i ty  in Theorem l i)  is sharp for p = 1 in the fo l lowing 
strong sense: 
COROLLARY 3. Let a_> 0 and  t_> 0. Then  II T7 IJ [1] = et/2. 
PROOF. We on ly  have to veri fy the lower est imate. App ly ing  fo rmula  [3; 
4.16(18)], 
co  
tv/EIv(2(at)l/E)e-Stdt = aV/2s - v- lea/S (Re (v) > - 1, Re (s) > 0), 
0 
to (3.12) and  observ ing the posit iv i ty o f  the kernel  it fo l lows that  
(3.14) II d ~. o) (2  ~u+l ( - i - -~+r) T,(Pr, Ill = [[Pr~(°,t) l[ l= \1 +r/  exp t 
for all 0_ r< 1. Thus ,  in view of  (3.11), one obta ins  
Tt(Pr, °)Ill/IIP~NI =exp (-{--~-+ r t) .  (3.15) IlZ~lll~j -> II ~ a" r 
Lett ing r tend to 1 - yields the assert ion.  Obvious ly ,  the cond i t ion  a_> 0 has not  
been used, whence the lower est imate is val id for a> - 1/2, at least. []  
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